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Privacy protection in
Australia: an update
The Hon. Justice M D Kirby, CMG considers the protection of personal
information through privacy laws and OECD guidelines

Existing and prospecril'e Federal and Stale
Stare legislalion
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CURRENT LAW
In describing the legal system in Australia. close
parai!eis
parallels can be drawn with that in Canada. Each
countrY
country is a Federation. dividing legislative responsibility between the Federal legislature and legislatures
of the States or Provinces. Each country enjoys
consitutional independence. responsible government
and a legal system profoundly influenced by the
common law of England. Although similarities exist
between the laws for the protection of personal
infonnation in Australia and Canada. the basic
similarities be[Ween
between the legal systems of the two
countries make generalities about privacy laws misleading. To dea(
deal simply with the Federal laws is to
ignore -aa significant framework of common law and
Stale
State legislation which exists, relevant to the protection
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of privacy genera!!y
generally and personal infonnation in
particular.
Before technological developments led to moves
internationally. and in Australia. for the better protection of personal infonnation,
information, legislation had been
enacted or common law declared that impinged on
privacy protection. Even a sketch outline of such laws
would be a major task. It would also be tedious. A
report of the Australian Law Refonn Commission on
privacy collected the relevant law in a major review l .
Just
Jusl a few relevant laws may be instanced. On the
collectionofpersonal information regard might be had
to the Racial Discrimination Act 1975 CAust)
(Aus\) and
various State anti·discrimination
anti-discrimination laws. Such legislation
tends to limit the collection and recording of personal
data. On the other hand. a vast collection of laws.
Federal and State, provide for compulsory reponing of
diseases and conduct stigmatized as antisocial (such as
child abuse). As an example. one such law recently
enacted in New South Wales requires reponing of
diagnosed cases of AIDS2.
AIDS 2. The passage of the law was
accompanied by protests based on grounds of privacy
and suggested ineffectiveness.
Apan from Federal and State legislation. the common
law provides certain protection against the disclosure
of personal infonn<ltion. Although there is no ton
tort of
privacy. as such.
such, known to the
th~ common law in
Australia.'. numaous
numerous remedies are available thul
thut
relate to the misuse of personal infonnation. They
Th~y
include the torts
tons of defamation. passing off and breach
of confidence. Privacy protection may also sometimes
somelim~s
be secured by the laws of contract and copyright.
It has long been recognized in informed quaners in
Australia that the failure of the common lawto develop
a coherent approach to privacy protection requires
legislative intervention to remedy the defect. Australia
has no relevant constitutional guanmtees that promise
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the development of a constitulional law of privacy.
There is no charter of
rights and freedoms incorporated
ofrights
in the Australian Constitution.
Constitution, Although
Allhough legislation to
enact a Federal Bill of Rights is before the current
sessjon
Auslralian Federal Parliament. fhis
fbis
session of Ihe AUslra/ian
measure is not assured of passage through the Senate,
is currently limited to
{O application to federal laws,
laws.
provides a 'shield'.
·shield'. not a 'sword',
·sword'. for the enforcement of
rights and falls a long way short of the polenlia\IQ
polenlia! to lill
Iill
the vacuum in privacy protection by judge-made law4•
Recent decisions of the High Court of Australia.
including one of
February 1986, suggest a disinclination
ofFebru<lry
by that court to
(0 use the tools oCtile judicial technique to
enhance and develop the
th.e common law in ways likely to
provide a partly adequate response to the enormous
changes in the modem technology of informationS.
The protection of
personal information, ifit is to come.
ofpersonal
will depend in Australia upon the legislatures rather
than tne COUrts.
courts.
Only one State of Australia has already enacted a
geoera11aw for the protection of privacy. In 1975 the
New Soufh Wales Parliament established a State
PrivacyCommittee6•, That Committee is empowered to
privacy invasion.
receive and investigate complaints o(
ofprivacy
It has a Significant ViOrkload
'NOrkload of complaints. upon
which it
il reports to the State Parliament.
Parliament It also
aggregates its experience and proposes guidelines on
particular privacy practices. For example. guidelines
have been produced on the protection of personal
infannation.
infonnation. These are not legally enforceable.
enforceable, But
breach of them attracts the mediating intervention of
the Committee, with powers to investigate, recommend
remedies and report to Parliament.
It was against
againsl this
Ihis baCkground,
background, skelched here with
necessary hrevity, that the Federal Government asked
the Australian Law Reform Commission (ALRC) to
report on the recommendations which should be made
for a new approach to privacy prolection
protection in the Federa!
Federal
sphere in Australia. It was hoped that. in accordance
with the statute of the Law Refonn Commission. the
report would provide a basis for Federal initiatives,
legislative and otnerwise,
otherwise, and a model for State
initiatives to improve privacy protection in Australia.
Australia,

ALRC REPORTS ON PRIVACY
ForCOfivenieflCt,
Forconvenience, tne
the Law Reform Commission divided
it~ work on privacy protection into three projects. One
of these dealt with specific prohlems in the national
census - the universal collection of personal inforthe recommendations "Were
mation. Many of
ofthe
'Were specialized
and a large number have been adopted.
them
adopted, many or
ofthero
administratively'.
A second project concerned the publication of
private information. An attempt was made by the
Commission to develop a new concept of 'unfair
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publication' as an aspect of endeavours to reform
defamation law in Australia. In half the States.
States, some
protection for the privacy of personal information is
afforded by the dual requirements (for the defence of
justification} that the defendanl
defendant prove nOI
not only the
tbe
truth of the defamatory statement but also that it was
publisned
published 'for the public benefit' or 'in the public
interest'. In the hope of securing a uniform law,
proposals were made for a defined .zone of 'private
'privale
facts'.
facts', The report was disCllSsed
discussed for some years in the
Australian Atiomeys-GeneraJ.
Sfanding Committee of
ofAustralian
Attorneys-General.
Ultimately.
Ultimately, the present Federal Attorney-General
announced that the
tne attempt {O
to secure agreement
between the Federal authorities and the States and
Territories had broken down, The hope of a uniform
defamation law with. specific protections for privacy
has apparently been shelved.
That leaves the major report of the Law Reform
Commission on privacy protection. By any standard
the report is a large document. It was published at th~
end of 1981lt contained a review of relevant laws of
privacy protection in the Federal sphere and in the
Australian Capital Tenitory for which there is Federal
responsibility. It deals with numerous privacy issues
and makes a large number of recommendations on
such topics as the powers of Federal and Territory
officials to intrude on the person and property of the
individual.
individual, body cavity searches.
searches, the seizure of records,
listening devices and telecommunications.
telecommunications, intrusions
into the mail, intrusions by private police and agents
and telephonic interception.
interception,
In additi.on to these and other topics, the repon
recommends the adoption of 'infonnation privacy
principles' derived from Ihe
the OEeD Guidelines on
Transborder Data Aows and the Protection ofPrivacy8.
ofPrivacy8,
The Commission recommended that the Australian
Federal Parliament should declare that these privacy
principles were the basis for the legal protection of
privacy in infonnation processing.lt recommended the
appointment of
ofaa PrlvacyCommissionerwilh
Privacy Commissioner with functions
10
to investigate privacy
privaq complaints in the Federal and
Territory spheres.
spheres, [t was suggested that the Privacy
Commissioner should be a member of the Australian
Human Rights Commission, Itwas also suggested that
there should be coopemtion between the Privacy
Commissioner and the Federal Ombudsman. who
already receives numerous complaints abQut privacy
concerns.
The Law Reform Commission proposed that the
Privacy Commissioner should have the function of
ensuring access by record subjects to records ofof-.,
penonal information.
information, The records to which such
access should be given were those
Ihose in the Federal andTerritory administrations and in the private sector in
the Territories still under Federal controL
control. The prospect
of later, specific extension of enforceable rights of
records of personal information in areas subject to
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Federal regulation (such as banking and insurance)
was held out by the Commission. Numerous legislative
exemptions were proposed along the liIi':S of
exemptions
ofexemptions
already provided under the Freedom of Information
Act 1982
\982 (Aus!).
Specific attention was given to such topical issues as
licensing of computers. computer matching. logging of

disclosures of personal information,
information. intermediary
access and the proviSion
provision of charges for access 10
personal records. Specifically.
Spedfically, it was proposed that the
Privacy Commissioner should be empowered to direct
a fe1:ord
re1:ord keeper 10 give access to or amend the record
concerneu,
concerned., save for cases where the records w(re
were
exempt. It was proposed that there should be a power

by Ihe record keeper to seek review of the
th~ direo.:tion
dire..:tion to
give 3\x:ess
u...1."ess in the
th~ Administrative Appeab
App~ab Trihunal.
This is a geneml
g~neral Federal tribunal. headed hy
h)' judges of
the Fedeml
Fed~ml Court of Australia, whio.:h
whkh has a wide
administrative lllwjuri~diction
lawjuri~diction and is alreudydeveloping
alr~udydeveloping
relevunt expertise under the Freedom of Information
Act 1982.

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION LAWS
Shortly before the report ofthe Australian Law Reform
Commission was made public.
public, the Federal Parliament
enacted the Freedom of
or Information Act (1982) (FOI
Act).
ACI). An Act or the same year and titk
title was also enacted
by the Victoria Parliament. although the provisions
are somewhat different. So far,
far. there is no counterpart
counterpan
legislation in any of the other Australian States Of
or
TerritOries,
TerritOries. although the Governments of New South
Wales and South Australia have taken certain steps
towards proposing counterpart legislation.
legislation and in New
South Wales a private measure was introduced.
The Federal FOI Act contains provisions relevant to
one of the central measures common to most international and national statements of information
privacy principles. This is the so-called 'individual
panicipation principle', by which. to enhance the
exercise ofa measure ofconlrol
ofcontrol over information about
himself or herself. a record subject is guaranteed the
right
rigtlt to have access to the records and. consequently. to
correct them
th.em so far as the)' are inaccurate. misleading.
out-of-date,
out-of·date. incomplete
incompl~te or irrelevant to the legitimate
purposes tor
lor which they are kept. This provision orthe
right of
access is variously descrihed.
ofaccess
des..:rihed. but it is central to
most statements of principle in the field of information
privacy and to legislation providing for its protection.
prot~ction.
Under the
Ihe Federal FOI Act it is declared that eveI')'
ever)'
p~rson has a legally enforceable right to obtain access
to (Federal) documents other than exempt documents'l.
By the generality of this provision, access is given to
personal records in Federal agencies
ag~ncies or with Federal
ministers. However. panicular
partiCUlar provisions are enacted
in respect of protecting the privacy of others and
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providing forthe amendment of
personal records of
the
ofpersonal
ofthe
rttord subject. The latter provisions are contained in
Part V of the Act They
T~y are limited to applications by
Australian citizens and permanent residents. Where
such persons claim that a document to which access
acc~~s
has been provided is incomplete. incorrect. out-or-date
out-of-dat~
or misleading and has been used or is availllble
available for use
us~
for a (Federal)
the person
(Feder'll) administrative purpose,
purpose.lh~
per~on rna\'
rna\"
requ~st
request the agency or minister to amend the record l(,.
('.
The agency
ag~ncy or minister may alter th~ record. add an
appropriate notation or rd'us~
rd"use to comply v.ith the
request tlll . The applicant must be informed as soon as
practicable. but
bUI in any case not less than 30 days after
the r~quest.
request. of the olliciul
ollicinl action on it.
Provision is made for internal review. An appeal
app~al lies
10
10 the
th~ Administrative Appeals Tribunal. A claimant
mlly
may uls,?
als,? complain to the Omhudsman or seek judicial
review L ,. These provisions reillting
r~lating to personal records
constituted
constitut~d a 'si!:mH'icant
'si!;!nificant addition' to the original FOI
Bill. The
Th~ FOI scheme had been
he~n recommended by a
Senate Committee. It was generally envisaged thaI
thai
these
prot,.isions
would
be
removed
from the FOl
lh~se pro...i sions
FOI Act if
a comprehensive
compreh~nsive Privacv Act were later to be enacted
ena..:ted
1
l:>y
l:>}" the
th~ Australian Feder;1 Parliament1.
Parliament 1.1.•
The
Th~ latest report on the
th~ operations of the Federal
FOI Act disdos~s
discloses that the
th~ usage rate of the right to
correction 'remains substantially below expectations'.
Fewer than 1% of all FOI applicants have sought to
exercise the amendment rights. once access has been
given. However, there has been a recent increase in the
number of such applications. In the last year. the
th~
numher increased by 70%. Since the Act came into
operation on I December 1982.
198::!. only 453 requests for
the amendment of personal records had been received
to the middle of 1985. The bulk of the applications for
amendment of personal records were in respect of
records held
he:ld by agencies having
having: service rather than
central government functions. Thus the agencies
leading the list were the Departments of Social
Security. Transport, Defence and Veterans' Affairs.
The relatively low usage of the facility
facilit)' for amendamend·
ment correction and annotatiOn
annotation may understate the
extent to which the Federal FOt
FOI Act has been
be~n used as a
vehicle for privacy protection. The 'individual participation principle' envisages amendment etc
etc.... but the
essence
essenc~ of the principle is Ihe
the right to see the data
profile
prolile upon the basis or which decisions are made
affecting
affecling the data subject. If attention is paid to the
th~
ag~no.:ies
ag~ncies of the Federal administration to whom
requests are made under the FOI Act. a pattern
emerges. The agencies having the
th~ highest rale
rate of
requests are those that hold identifiable personal
infonnation. Thus,
Thus. of the top 20 agencies to whom
applications were made in the period under report to
mid-l9S5.
mid-19S5. by far the largest 'high-volume'
·high·volum~· agency was
the Department of Veterans' Affairs. That Department
also had a very high level of anirmative decisions.
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privacy
some 9006 applications being granted in full (98.5%)
and 65 in part (O.7%). and only 72 (0.8%)
(0.8%1 refused.
In descending order, the other
Olher relevant Departments
among the high-volume agencies were the Commissioner of Taxation. Department of Social Securicv,
Security,
Department of Defence. Department of Immigratio"n
Immigration
and Ethnic Affaj'rs.
Affai'T.'>. Attorney-General. Department of
Health and Australian Federal Police. These ligures
bear out the suggestion made in some commentaries
that a reason for the comparatively high level of usage
oflhe
orlhe Australian FOi Actcompared with the Canadian
equivalent is that, for default of any general Federal
privacy legislation in Australia. the FOI
FOt Act has been
sefYIng
serYIng the purpose of proViding a partial Federal
privacy law.
Comparing the 1983-4 and 1984-5 statistics, the
total applications under the Federal FOl
FOI Act rose from
19227 to 32956 in the past year. The lotal
total .."OSt~
". OSt~ rose
from A$17.6 million to A$19.2 million. Costs remain a
major source of concern 14.
The Victorian State Freedom of Infonnation
Information Act
1982 also contains in Part V provisions for the
amendment of personal records. The provisions
follow generally the Federal legislative approach.
UnfortUnately. the amount of data on the operation of
the Victorian Act is not comparable in quantity or
analysis with. that provided under the Federal Act. The
Federal authorities disclose that there are regular
meetings with Victorian Government officers to discuss
policy. legal and administrative developments and to
exchange ideas in relation to the operation of the two
Acts. Both the Victorian and Federal For
FOI laws are
currently under review15.
review15.
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established, would reduce inefficiencies that would
otherwise arise from the adoption of inconsistent or
incompatible core prinCiples.
principles.
The OECD Guidelines were plainly highly influential
in the thinking of the Australian Law Reform Com·
Commission. The scheme for the legislation proposed by
the Commission included
induded the proposal that.
that, as a
drafl Privacy Act.
Act, there should be
schedule to the draft
included certain 'infonnation
'information privacy principles· 16.
With some reworking, principally for stylistic purposes.
these principles represent the proposed incorporation
into Australian law of the DECO Guidelines. They
would become the criteria bywhich relevant complaints
of privacy 'invasion' would be detennined
determined by the
Privacy Commissioner, having the powers already
outlined.
The Law Reform Commission proposed that
Australia should accede to the DECO
OECD Guidelines.
There was a significant delay before this accession was
announced. The delay was occasioned while Federal
authorities consulted the Australian States.
Stales. This course
was adopted because of the perceived importance of
State
Slate responsibilities in relevant are;JS
areas of the law.
However, in December 1984 the then Federal Attomey·
AttomeyGeneral (Senator Evans) announced Australian
adherence to the DECD
DECO Guidelines. Acceptance by
Australia of the principles in the DECO Guidelines
has cleared the way to the follow-up. The most
to enact
significant form of follow-up is the proposal 10
Federal privacy legislation along the lines orthe
of the Law
l7
17
Reform Commission repOlt
report .•

NATIONAL INFORMATION POLICY
OECD GUIDELINES
Australia. like Canada, took a Significant
significant patt
pan in the
preparation of the OECD Guidelines. Notably.
Notably, this
was done through the Group of Experts
Expens convened by
the OECD to report on, inter alia. the basic privacy
principles relevant to infonnation
information [Jows.
(lows. The objectives
of the Group were several. inclUding the fonowing.
following.
• The study of 'basic rules' that had already been
developed and identified by other international
agencies, some of which do no!
not cover Australia and
Canada, such as the Nordic Council. the Council of
Europe, the European Parliam.:nt
Parliament and the Commission of the European Communities.
• The provision of'basic rules' that could help reduce
the risk of incompatibility in the fast-developing
legislation of OECD members. given that such
legislation frequently has to operate upon instantaneous and transborder data flows.
• The promotion of
common approaches to legislation
ofcommon
which.
which, while respecting the right of countries to
reflect their own legal cultures in th.:
the mechanisms
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In December 1985. coinciding with the moves towards
relevant Federal legislation, the Australian Federal
Department of Science issued a discussion paper
containing proposals for A National Infonnation
Information
Policy for Australia. The discussion paper was under
development for twO years. It followed the inclusion of
the proposal for a national infonnation
information policy in the
Australian Labour Party policy platfonn
platform during
dUring the
past two national elections. A decision by the Party
Caucus in 1983 to implement the policy, and the
enthusiasm of Federal Science Minister Barry Jones.
produced the discussion paper. The aim is stated to be
to provoke discussion of the social. economic :lnd legal
implications of what is described as the 'information
society'. The opposition of a number of Federal
to some of the proposals.
agencies 10
proposals, for territorial
reasons. is predictedl~.
predictedl~.
The discussion paper covers a wide range of issueS
Ihllt
Ihlll go beyond the concerns of this review. However. it
includes a section on privacy and confidentiality. It
accepts the right to personal autonomy and privacy as
an important right of citizens in a free and democratic
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society. However, italso accepts that the right to privacy
is not absolute. It may be curtailed or limited by
legitimate requirements of the community at large. It
records the significance of the developments of tech·
nology and the dangers consequently posed to the

privacy of personal information. It refers to the OECD
Guidelines and the report of the Australian Law
Reform Commission. It states that the proposals for
Federal legiSlation relating to personal privacy ace
'under comideration by the Commonweailh' and that
'(v]arious State governments are considering the need
for legislation in their jurisdictions',
The discussion paper concludes:
The ALP Policy caUs for legislation to define and codify
the right of 3Cl::ess. where Ihis is in the public interest of
individuals or public or private bodies to relevant nongovernment infonnation resources. To be effective. any
legislation would have to be enacted by the Commom....ealth
and States in concert. and presumably after considerable
negotiation and di~cussion with business and industry.
The adoption by the private sector of voluntary codes of
conduct or gUidelines for release of such infonnation
might be an alternative means of achieving a similar end.
for example. follOwing development of a voluntary code
of conduct in consultation with the NSW Privacy
Comminee credit organisations in NSW have [forI a
number of y'ears provided access to records of personal
infonnalion t9 .

The discussion on the proposals in this paper is
continuing.

AUSTRALIA CARD
Concern about tax evasion and avoidance in Australia
has led to a number of recent initiatives designed to
reduce the incidence of the inequity that may follow
such practices. Although during World War II
Australians were required to carry an identity card, and
although that card was necessary for certain employment. food. clothing. travel. marriage and other rights.
use of the card was discontinued after the war.
Its reintroduction has been rejected by Governments of
both political persuasions2\). In September 1985, as
part of the suggested response to tax evasion and
avoidance, the Federal Treasurer announced the
intention of the Australian Federal Government to
proceed to establish a national identification system.
The system was to be part of a 'package' of tax
avoidance reform 21 . An interdepartmental committee
was established to develop the concept. News of the
considerations of the Committee was leaked to the
media.
Subsequently. responsibility for the proposal for a
national identity card (to be called the Australia Card)
was passed to the Federal Department of Health. The
Federal Health Minister. DrNeal Blewett.justified the
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card prinCipally on the basis of the need to meet the
exploitation of the tax and welfare syslems: 2. An
estimate was given that the Australia Card would save
'more than $758 million a year once fully operationaJ'23.
Misgivings were expressed in a numberof quarters in
Australia concerning the proposal for a national
identification system and specifically because of the
perceived potential for unreasonable invasions of
personal privacy. As a consequence, when legislation
was enllcted in the \985 budget sittings of the
Australian Federal Parliament. containing provisions
to ailow planning to begin for the establishment of a
national identification system, a Joint Select Committee
of the Federal Parliament was established in December
1985. Its mandate is to investigate and report on the
proposal for the Australia Card by 3\ March 198612.
The Committee has been receiving submissions from
Departments and interested bodies and individuals
throughout Australia. A major submission to the
Committee has been prepared by the Federal Department of Health, entitled Towards Fairness and Equity:
The Australia Card Program.
The proposal has been criticized by civil liberties
groups. The title of Australia Card has been denounced
as evidence of 'pantomime nationalism·24 • However.
Dr Blewett has referred to the 'constantly high' public
support for the proposal. He has cited an opinion poll
showing that 69% of Australians favour the Australia
Card, with only 25% opposed. On the subject of data
protection, access privacy and human rights, the
submission of the Department of Health rejects the
inclusion of policing of the privacy issues raised by the
Australia Card through the general protection of
privacy proposed by the Law Reform Commission.
Media reports suggest that this followed differences of
opinion within the Federaladministration concerning
the proposals for an effective and cost-efficient system
of protection that would command public support and
at the same time be seen as sufficiently independent not
to invite the criticism that it is a 'captive' of the agency
that it was established to police.
The Department of Health has proposed the creation
ofa data protection agency(DPA) specifically to ensure
that human rights and individual privacy are 'quite
clearly to be protected and strengthened in the
Australia Card context'. The proposal envisages that
the DPA will provide advice and fonnulate policy on
issues that arise: undertake watchdog monitoring
functions; and provide coordinated, expeditious.
informal and inexpensive external review of privacy
complaints connected with the national identifier
system.
The proposal suggests that the DPA would comprise
a President and five members and would comply with
the infonnation privacy principles as set out in the
'proposed privacy legislation·25 • It suggests that once a
year every individual should have a right to receive free
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of charge the record ofinformation relating to him or
her and that at olner times such information would be
provided. but at a basic administrative charge.
reviewed anoually26. The submission of tne Department of Health deals with. problems such as data
linkage and computer matching.
malching.
Although reference is made to the proposed privacy
legislation and to the relevant functions orlhe Federal
Ombudsman, the precise interrelation between the
operations of the DPA and the proposed Privacy
Commissioner and other agencies is not made clear.
Presumably. it is intended that Ihe
the 'in-house' but
independent DPA would have exclusive power 10
police privacy concerns in relation to the Australia
Card and arrangements would be made to refer any
privacy complaints or enquiries received by another
agency [0
to the DPA. What is left unclear (because the
contents of
the privacy legislation are not yet known) is
ofthe
the precise relation of the proposal for a national
identity card to the proposed privacy la~. Both. are still
a gleam in th.e eye of the politicians and bureaucrats
urging their adoption. But the gleam of the Australia
Card seems presently to be more dazzling to the
administrators. Much will depend upon the recommendations of the Parliamentary Joint Select Committee and the approach taken in the Senate,
Senate. where the
Government does not hold a majority.

BILL OF RIGHTS
Similarly critical to the passage of legislation is the
attitude of the Senate to the Australian Bill of Rights
Bill 1985. That Bill proposes the adoption (by the
Federal Parliament) of an Australian Bill of Rights.
The measure is presented as a step which Australia
accepted by ratification of the International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights. rfenacted, the Bill will be
available, in certain circumstances, as a guide to the
construction and interpretation of Federal laws. Aner
AIlee
five years of commencement, the Bill of Rights will be
available to be called in aid to override inconsistent
Federal laws. It wil\
will also provide a criterion for the
review of Federal and State laws and practices and for
investigations of such laws and practices by the
Human Rights and Equal Opportunities Commission.
This is not the place to review the details of the
measure,
measure. the prospects and operation of which remain
uncenain. However. it is appropriate to note that
Article 12 in Division 4 of the Bill of Rights dealing
with 'Privacy and Family Rights·
Rights' draws on the International Covenant. It declares:
12.1 Every person has the right to(a) protection of privacy, family. home and correspondence from arbitrary or unlawful interference; and
(b) prote1::tion
protel::tion from unlawful attacks on honour and
reputation.
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If the Bill is enacted, there is no doubt that,
that. particularly
in default of any more specific applicable legislation,
appeals would be made to this article as a touchstone
for the examination of legislation and administrative
practices where these are alleged to derogate from the
guaranteed right to the 'protection of privacy'.
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FEDERAL PRIVACY LEGISLATION

.~

The foregoing brings this review to the final issue,
namely the introduction of legislation to implement
the proposal orlhe
of the Australian Law Reform Commission.
The promise of such legislation is noted in many
places, including the report on the Freedom of
Information
Infonnation Act, the discussion paper on a national
information
infonnation policy and various speeches of the Federal
AttorneY-General,
Attorney-General, Mr Bowen. It is understood that a
Federal Privacy Bill is drafted and that it is currently
proposed that it be introduced in tne current (autumn
1986) sittings of
the Australian Federal Parliament. The
ofthe
precise design of
the legislation is unknown. because of
ofthe
the confidentiality that surrounds legislative proposals
before their introduction into Parliament. However,
from the above sources it would appear plain that the
legislation will incorporate the information privacy
principles derived by the Law Reform Commission
from the DECO Guidelines. It is understood that there
will be some further revision of the language of those
principles. It will be important to compare the
principles as introduced with their ultimate source.
It is the present author's understanding that the
Federal Privacy Bill will deal with the protection of
privacy in the public
pUblic sector and will provide certain
rights in respect of the private sector. the latter limited
to the Australian Capital Territory. No doubt one
matter which is causing delay in the introduction of the
legislation is the necessity to integrate it with any
legislation to establish a specialized data protection
agency for the particular purposes of settling privacy
concerns surrounding the proposed national identity
card.
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STATE PRIVACY LAWS
No legislation for the protection of privacy of personal
information in the State spheres has been announced.
A 1984 proposal for the establishment of a privacy
committee in Queensland. similar to that established
by legislation in New South Wales. has not proceeded.
If
the response of
the Australian States to the enactment
Ifthe
ofthe
of the Federal FOI Act is any guide. the introduction of
general privacy (data protection/data security) legis·
legislation in the Australian States would seem to be many
years off. However. the first step is plainly the
enactment of Federal legislation. It may be hoped that
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such legislation will be introduced in 1986. Indefaultof
State initiatives as deemed necessary or appropriate by
Federal authorities, it is possible that, in the future. a
Federal Government and Parliament in Australia may
look to available heads of Federal constitutional power
to support national legislation on data protection and
data security in those fields which are susceptible to
Federal law making relevant to privacy protection.

CONCLUSIONS
The following general conclusions can be derived from
the Australian position on the protection of information privacy:
• The threats to individual privacy are increasing
more rapidly than the law is providing effective
protections. Some erosion of privacy appears inevitable from current technological developments. But.
in comparison with other like countries,Australia is
lagging in legislative and judicial responses to
protect information privacy. Public apathy reinforces
legislative and administrative indifference to, and
tardiness in the provision of, effective legal responses.
A question is raised whether late twentieth century
man and woman, lulled by information technology
itself. conspire with the technology in the erosion of
their own individual freedoms in the name of
efficiency. Freedom is often inefficient
• Some legislation has been enacted in Australia,
including the creation ofa Privacy Committee in one
State (NSW) and the proviSion of specific information privacy rights e.g. in respect of credit
reference systems in a number of States. In the
Federal sphere, and in one State (Victoria), freedomof-information laws have become a major instrument for securing the 'individual participation
principle' in public. sector information. Clearly, the
major usage 'of FOI laws has been to vindicate
privacy interests of individuals. The use of provisions
designed to afford correclion and annotation rights,
on the other hand, has been disappOintingly low.
• Major proposals for Federal laws relevant to the
protection of individual privacy are either before the
Australian Parliament or likely shortly to be introduced. A Bill of Rights at present before Parliament
envisages protection for privacy in general terms,
but only lor limited purposes.Uthe national identity
card proposal proceeds. the introduction of a
specialized data protection agency seems likely. A
draft Privacy Bill is said to be prepared. based
generally on the Law Reform Commission's major
report on privacy protection in the Federal sphere.
This bill will contain information privacy principles.
themselves derived from the DECO Guidelines on
Privacy. It is unlikely that save for rights of access
and correction, the Guidelines will be specifically
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enforceable as such in the coming legislation. Instead
it seems likely that, as proposed by the Law Reform
Commission. they will provide criteria forevaluating

complaints on privacy grounds.
• AUSlraiia has adhered to the OECD Guidelines and
is likely \0 take an active part in the new initiatiws of

Unesco addressed to the policy implications of
informatics. There is an increasing Australian
realization of the importance of Iransborder data
[Jows 21 and a realization orlhe policy implications
of international developments in information
technology. including protection of privacy and
confidentiality.
• A basic institutional problem is posed in Australia.
as in Canada. Ie is whetner. in the face of rapid
advances in technology. slow-moving lawmaking
institutions (made up of lay people and subjeci 10
multiple pressures) can provide legal protections
quickly enough and adequate to the challenges
which the technology poses. The institutional
question is one of paramount imponance lor
Parliamentary democracies faced with the need to
respond to technological change. And in Federations,
where power is divided, the problems are multiplied
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